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What was it like starting out on YouTube? 
I feel like when I first started in 2008, it was a lot easier to be heard and found. There were a lot
less people doing it. I post[ed] my first cover and after a couple of weeks, I had 300 views. It’s
insane to think how gradually with time, there’s been this momentum. It’s a lot harder to be
noticed if you’re just starting out and just trying to make it.

How do you grow your fan base? 
Collaborations are one of the most important parts of growing your fan base. I’ve collaborated a
ton of YouTubers. When you collaborate, you introduce your fans to their fans. There’s a
crossover of fans. It’s great because it ties in the whole YouTube community. It makes people
realize that it’s a family, not a competition. We’re all in this together and living our dreams and
pursuing what makes us happy.

Do you edit and shoot your own videos? 
When I started, I used Sony Vegas, and I’d edit my own videos. When I started making content
and producing better quality, I decided to outsource it to people who can do it better and faster.
There’s a long process of recording. First, you got to decide the song get into the studio, takes a
day to record, plan filming and then you edit the video. Sometimes I’ll edit it when I have free
time. I think it’s cool to be part of the process and what goes into it. You have your own vision
and you know what you like.

How do you use social media to grow your fan base? 
My strategy to keep my fans engaged is to be authentic, and to be me. That’s one of the biggest
things that make YouTubers successful because fans don’t see us as some unreachable idol, but
actually regular people living their lives and sharing that with them. I try to connect through
Twitter a lot. I love tweeting because I can connect through my fans regularly.

What’s your advice to aspiring YouTube singers? 
A lot of times there will be haters and negativity. I feel as YouTube grows, there’s more and
more people, [and] they will troll you. They try to get a reaction. My other advice for singers is
to do covers because that was one of the big things [that helped] other people find my music.

Watch the video above to see the rest of the interview with Tiffany Alvord.
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